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Word Student-friendly definition

suspect(ed) p 12
have an idea or impression of the existence, presence, or 
truth of (something) without certain proof.

maneuver p 19 a movement or series of moves requiring skill and care.

debilitating p 31 
(of a disease or condition) making someone very weak and 
infirm.

emerged p 36 move out of or away from something and come into view.

ignoramus p 39 an ignorant or stupid person.

alternate p 38 occur in turn repeatedly.

peculiar p 43 strange or odd; unusual.

foremost p 48 most prominent in rank, importance, or position.

coincidences p 55
a remarkable concurrence of events or circumstances without 
apparent causal connection.

obscuring p 59 keep from being seen; conceal

admiration p 73 respect and warm approval.

defective p 74 imperfect or faulty.

lumber(ed) p 76 move in a slow, heavy, awkward way.

snarling p 77
(of an animal such as a dog) make an aggressive growl with 
bared teeth.

instinctual p 80
relating to or denoting an innate, typically fixed pattern of 
behavior; based on instinc
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marvelous p 81 causing great wonder; extraordinary.

harbor(ing) p 84
keep (a thought or feeling, typically a negative one) in one's 
mind, especially secretly

manipulate p 100
handle or control (a tool, mechanism, etc.), typically in a 
skillful manner.

mangy p 106 having mange.

undisclosed p 108  not revealed or made known publicly.

delicacy p 111 fineness or intricacy of texture or structure.

intermittently p 112 at irregular intervals; not continuously or steadily.

quelled p 127
put an end to (a rebellion or other disorder), typically by the 
use of force.: 

stealth(ily) 130 cautious and surreptitious action or movement.

coarse p 138 rough or loose in texture or grain.

antagonize p 142 cause (someone) to become hostile.

sensible p 148
(of a statement or course of action) chosen in accordance with 
wisdom or prudence; likely to be of benefit.

muster(ed) p 150
assemble (troops), especially for inspection or in preparation 
for battle.

interfere p 152
take part or intervene in an activity without invitation or 
necessity.

detain(ed) p 171 keep (someone) from proceeding; hold back.

insufferable p 171 too extreme to bear; intolerable.

vigor p 188 physical strength and good health.

intimidate p 207
frighten or overawe (someone), especially in order to make 
them do what one wants.
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enigma p 207
a person or thing that is mysterious, puzzling, or difficult to 
understand.

expose(d) p 224 not covered or hidden; visible.

heaving p 245 (of a place) extremely crowded.

atrocious p 261 horrifyingly wicked.

disturbingly p 277 in a way that causes worry or unease.

realization(s) p an act of becoming fully aware of something as a fact.

displeasure p 296 a feeling of annoyance or disapproval.
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